Let IR denote the set of real numbers. We denote by P(IR) and C(IR) the families of all non empty, and non empty and closed subsets of IR respectively. Let I be any interval contained in IR. A function assigning a non empty subset of IR to every point of I is called a multivalued function on I. For a multivalued function F:I->P(IR) and any sets Acl and BclR we denote F(A) = U{F(x): xeA}, F + (B) = {xel: F(x)cB}, F~(B) = {xel: F(x)nB*0}.
Let us note that F + (B)=I\F~(IR\B) . A multivalued function F:I->P(IR) is lover (upper) semi continuous if for every open set VclR the set F~(V) (F + (V)) is open (in I). F is continuous if it is both lower and upper semicontinuous. F is lover (upper) first class if for every open set VclR, F~(V) (F (V))
is an F^-set (see [3] ) .
A number geIR is called a left (right) limit number of a multivalued function F:I-»P(IR) in a left (right) accumula-tion point of the interval I if there exist sequences {x n >cl and {y_}cR such that x <x (x >x) and y eFfx ) for neN, n n n n n limx n =x and limy n =g. The set of all left (right) limit numbers of a multivalued function F is denoted by L~(x) (L*(x)). Theorem l. Let F:I->P(IR) be a multivalued function such that F(x) is a connected set for each xel. If F has property T^ than it has property D.
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that F has property Z> A but not E. Then there exists an interval Pel such that the image F(P) is not connected. Thus there exists a number a such that F(P) = [F(P)n(-co,ot) ]u[F(P)n(a,+«o) ] and both the sets F(P)n(-»,a) and F(P)n(a, +00) are non empty. Since values of F are connected we find two distinct points x^x^P such that Ffx^ c (-00,a) and F(x 2 ) c (a,+«o) . Let y^Ffx^ and y 2 €F(x 2 ). Obviously a«(y 1 ,y 2 ) and a^F(x) for every xeix^jxj). Hence the interval (y lf y 2 ) is not contained in Fifx^xj)), which contradicts that F has property C^, and the proof is finished. is continuous then F has property E^.
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then there exist two distinct points x^x^I and a point (1) • y^FfXj^ such that for any y 2 eF(x 2 ) a number a exists such that a€(y 1 ,y 2 )\F((x 1 ,x 2 )).
Obviously yj^F(x 2 ) since in the opposite case taking we get a contradiction with condition (1). Let us define B ± = {yeF(x 2 ),y<y 1 >,
Since F(x 2 )*b at least one of the sets B^ and B 2 is non empty. Let us assume that B^b and B 2 *b, and let y'=supB lf y"=infB 2 . F(x 2 ) is a closed set and y 1^F (x 2 ), hence y' ,y"e €F(x 2 ) and y' <y^<y". By condition (1) there exist numbers a' and a" such that a' e(y' ,y x ), a"*{y lf y") and a' ,a"éF((x 1# x 2 )). This implies that F~((a' ,a"))n(x lf x 2 ) = F~([o' / a"])n(x 1 ,x 2 ).
Moreover y^ia' ,a") and y^Ffx^ , hence x^F'f (a' ,a") ). By the selection of a' and a", F(x 2 )c(-co,a')u(a",+a>), hence
Let A=F~ ((a' ,a") ,x 2 ) ), y' =supB x .
In any case we get a contradiction, hence the proof is complete.
Remark. The assumption that a multivalued function has closed values is important. In order to realize this consider a multivalued function F:R->P(R) defined as follows 
for any closed set EcR, the counter image F + (E) has compact components.
